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Abstract

This thesis is focused on improving the
accuracy of machine translation to Czech
language using targeted paraphrasing. We
develop and compare several approaches
for creating new synthetic references that
are closer in wording to a corresponding
machine translations.

These new reference sentences make eval-
uation using traditional metrics more re-
liable as they lack of paraphrase and free
word order support.

After implementation, the system for gen-
erating new synthetic references will be
beneficial not only for the quality of MT
evaluation, but also for improved tuning
and development of the MT systems. This
way, it will directly influence the quality
of machine translation itself.

1 Introduction

Since the very first appearance of machine trans-
lation (MT) systems, a necessity for their ob-
jective evaluation and comparison has emerged.
The traditional human evaluation while being the
most reliable has serious drawbacks – it is time-
consuming and expensive.

However, the main problem of human evalu-
ation is that it is highly dependent on the per-
son annotating and there is generally low inter-
annotator agreement (Bojar et al., 2013a). More-
over, it is practically impossible to repeat the eval-
uation with the same results (Bojar, 2012).

Due to being slow and unreproducible, it is im-
possible to use human evaluation for tuning and
development of MT systems. Well-performing au-
tomatic MT evaluation metrics are essential pre-
cisely for these tasks.

The pioneer metrics correlating well with hu-
man judgment were BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002)

and NIST (Doddington, 2002). They are com-
puted based on n-gram overlap between the MT
output (hypothesis) and one or more correspond-
ing reference sentences, i.e., translations made by
a human translator.

Due to its simplicity and language indepen-
dence, BLEU still remains de facto the standard
metric for MT evaluation and tuning, even though
its correlation with human judgment is not as
high as previously thought (Callison-Burch et al.,
2006b) and other, better-performing metrics exist
(Macháček and Bojar (2013), Bojar et al. (2014)).

Furthermore, obtaining reference sentences is
labour intensive and expensive,1 thus the standard
practice is using only one reference sentence and
BLEU then tends to perform badly.

As there are many translations of a single sen-
tence, even a perfectly correct hypothesis might
get a low score due to different wording and dis-
regarding synonymous expressions (see Figure 1).
This is especially valid for morphologically rich
languages with free word order like the Czech lan-
guage. (Bojar et al., 2010)

As the main task of an MT metric is essen-
tially to decide whether a reference sentence is a
paraphrase of a given hypothesis, our goal is to
achieve higher accuracy of MT evaluation by tar-
geted paraphrasing of reference sentences, i.e. cre-
ating a new synthetic reference sentence that is
still correct and keeps the meaning of the origi-
nal sentence but at the same time it is closer in
wording to the MT output. BLEU and other string-
based metrics performs more reliable using these
new references.

The structure of the thesis is as follows: in the
next section, we present other work in paraphras-
ing for MT evaluation. In Section 3, we introduced

1For example, production of reference translation at the
Linguistic Data Consortium is complicated process involv-
ing translation by professional agencies based on elaborate
guidelines and detailed quality control (Strassel et al., 2006).



Original sentence Banks are testing payment by mobile telephone

MT output
Banky zkoušejı́ platbu pomocı́ mobilnı́ho telefonu
Banks are testing payment with help mobile phone
Banks are testing payment by mobile phone

Reference sentence
Banky testujı́ placenı́ mobilem
Banks are testing paying by mobile phone
Banks are testing paying by mobile phone

Figure 1: Example from WMT12 - Even though the translation is grammatically correct and the meaning
of both sentences is very similar, it doesn’t contribute to the BLEU score. There is only one unigram
overlapping.

the data we use in our experiments. In sections 4
and 5, we show paraphrasing based on phrase sub-
stitutions and machine translation itself. Finally,
we conclude with avenues for further work.

2 Related Work

There are two attitudes towards solving the previ-
ously described problem - one is to change the au-
tomatic metric itself to be tolerant to other repre-
sentations of a sentence and the other one is to pre-
process automatically the reference sentence via
paraphrasing.

2.1 Automatic Metrics

Second generation metrics Meteor (Denkowski
and Lavie, 2014), TERp (Snover et al., 2009) and
ParaEval (Zhou et al., 2006) still largely focus
on a n-gram overlap while including other lin-
guistically motivated resources. They utilize para-
phrase support using their own paraphrase tables
and show higher correlation with human judgment
than BLEU.

Meteor is available for several languages in-
cluding Czech. It explicitly addresses weaknesses
of BLEU – it takes into account recall, distin-
guishes between functional and content words, al-
lows language-specific tuning of parameters and
many others. The standard setting of Meteor for
evaluation of Czech sentences offers two levels
of matches – exact and paraphrase. As we show
further (see Section 4.5), the Czech Meteor para-
phrase tables are so noisy that they actually harm
the performance of the metric, as it can award mis-
translated and even untranslated words.

String matching is hardly discriminative enough
to reflect the human perception and there is grow-
ing number of metrics that compute their score
based on rich linguistic features – matching based
on parse trees, POS tags or textual entailment (e.g.

Liu and Gildea (2005), Owczarzak et al. (2007),
Amigó et al. (2009), Padó et al. (2009), Macháček
and Bojar (2011)).

These metrics shows better correlation with
human judgment, but their wide usage is lim-
ited by being complex and language-dependent.
As a result, there is a trade-off between linguistic-
rich strategy for better performance and wide ap-
plicability of simple string level matching.

2.2 Sentence paraphrasing

Targeted paraphrasing for MT evaluation is intro-
duced in Kauchak and Barzilay (2006). They fo-
cus on lexical substitution in Chinese-to-English
translations. They select all pairs of words for
which one word appears in a reference sentence,
second word in a hypothesis, but none of them in
both. They keep only pairs of synonymous words,
i.e. words appearing in the same WordNet (Miller,
1995) synset. Each such a pair of words is fur-
ther contextually evaluated. For every confirmed
word, a new reference sentence is created by plac-
ing it to the reference sentence on the position of
its synonym.

This solution is not directly applicable to the
Czech language. As Czech belongs to inflective
languages with rich morphology, a Czech word
has typically many forms and the correct form de-
pends heavily on its context, e.g., morphological
cases of nouns depend on verb valency frames.
Changing a single word may result into not gram-
matical sentence. Therefore, we do not attempt
to change a single word in a reference sentence but
we focus on creating one single correct reference
sentence.

There are many other applications for para-
phrases in the MT field. Paraphrases are utilized
for translating out-of-vocabulary words and in-
creasing quality of MT systems trained on sparse



data (Callison-Burch et al., 2006a), (Marton et
al., 2009) or enlarge training data (Nakov, 2008).
Madnani (2010) and Mehay and White (2012)
show that single translation augmented by targeted
paraphrases can successfully replace up to four ad-
ditional human reference translations in the tuning
phase of a MT system.

3 Data

3.1 Text Data

We perform our experiments on data sets from
the English-to-Czech translation task of WMT12
(Callison-Burch et al., 2012), WMT13 (Bojar et
al., 2013a). The data sets contain 13/142 files with
Czech outputs of different MT systems. Each file
contains 3003/3000 sentences.

In addition, each data set contains one file with
corresponding reference sentences and one with
original English source sentences. We perform
morphological analysis and tagging of the hy-
potheses and the reference sentences using Morče
(Spoustová et al., 2007).

The human judgment of hypotheses is avail-
able as a relative ranking of performance of five
systems for a sentence. We calculated the abso-
lute performance of every system by the “> oth-
ers” method (Bojar et al., 2011), which was the
WMT12 official system score. It is computed
as wins

wins+loses , ties among several systems are ig-
nored. We use this score as a human judgment
in further evaluation.

3.2 Sources of Paraphrases

We make use of two existing sources of Czech
paraphrases – Czech WordNet 1.9 PDT (Pala
et al., 2011) and the Meteor paraphrase tables
(Denkowski and Lavie, 2010).

Czech WordNet 1.9 PDT is derived from
WordNet (Miller, 1995) by automatic translation
followed by manual verification. It contains rather
high quality lemmatized paraphrases. However,
their amount is insufficient for our purposes - it
contains only 13k pairs of synonymous lemmas.

On the other hand, Czech Meteor paraphrase
tables are quite the opposite of Czech WordNet –
they are large in size, but contain a lot of noise, as
they were constructed automatically via pivoting
(Bannard and Callison-Burch, 2005). The pivot

2We use only 12 of them because two of them (FDA.2878
and online-G) have no human judgments.

method is an inexpensive way of acquiring para-
phrases from large parallel corpora. It is based
on the assumption that two phrases that share
a meaning may have a same translation in a for-
eign language (Dyvik, 1998).

The noise is particularly high among the mul-
tiword paraphrases – for example: svého názoru
(“its opinion”) and šermovat rukama a mlátit ne-
viditelného (“to flail one’s arms and to beat the
invisible one”) are selected as a paraphrase. We
experimented with several methods of reducing
the noise in the multi-word paraphrases, however,
none of them outperforms omitting them com-
pletely (Barančı́ková et al., 2014).

Among one-word paraphrases the noise is
sparser, but the paraphrase tables still contains
pairs such as pijavice (“a leech”) - 1873 or
afghánci (“Afghans”) - šťastně (“happily”). A lot
of synonymous pairs are different word forms
of a same lemma.

We perform automatic filtering among the one-
word paraphrases in the Meteor table in the fol-
lowing way. Using Morče, we first perform mor-
phological analysis of all one-word pairs and re-
place the word forms with their lemmas. We keep
only pairs of different lemmas. Further, we dis-
pose of pairs of words that differ in their parts of
speech3 (POS) or contain an unknown (typically
foreign) word.

In this way we have reduced 684k paraphrases
in the original Czech Meteor Paraphrase tables
to only 32k pairs of lemmas. We refer to this para-
phrase table as to filtered Meteor.

4 Simple substitution paraphrasing

In this section, we experiment with several al-
gorithms for paraphrasing reference sentences
widely based on Kauchak and Barzilay (2006).
First, we select candidates for paraphrasing be-
tween a hypothesis and its corresponding refer-
ence sentence. For one-word paraphrases we
search between different lemmas as the filtered
Meteor and Czech WordNet are lemmatized,
longer paraphrases are selected in their word
forms.

After filtering according to a particular para-
phrase table, synonymous expressions are substi-

3With a single exception – paraphrases consisting of nu-
meral and corresponding digits, e.g., osmnáct (“eighteen”)
and 18 - osmnáct has the part of speech C, which is desig-
nated for numerals, 18 is marked with X meaning it is an
unknown word for the morphological analyzer.



tuted from a hypotheses to a reference sentence.

The newly created reference may be non gram-
matical due to the direct substitution. To fix it, we
employ Depfix (Rosa et al., 2012), a system for
automatic correction of grammatical errors.

4.1 Candidate Selection

We select potential paraphrases using two differ-
ent methods. The first one is a simple greedy
search, the other one uses automatic word align-
ment for selecting corresponding segments of the
reference sentence and the hypothesis.

Simple Greedy Method

Letw1, ..., wm, r1, ..., rn be the hypothesis and the
reference sentence, respectively. We performed
their tagging and extracted sets of lemmas WL,
RL. Then, one-word paraphrase candidates are
chosen as:

CL = {(r, w)|r ∈ RL rWL ∧ w ∈WL rRL}

Multi-words candidates CM are selected ana-
logically from all sequences of words from the ref-
erence sentence and from the hypothesis. Maxi-
mum phrase length is seven words (as is the length
of the longest paraphrases in the data).

Word and Phrase Alignments

One possible way to make the algorithm more reli-
able is to restrict the application of paraphrases to
words/phrases aligned to each other. We compute
word alignment between the reference translation
and MT system outputs using GIZA++ (Och and
Ney, 2000).

However, if we used only our test data to cre-
ate the alignment (13 x 3003 + 12 x 3000 = 75039
sentence pairs), the alignment quality would be in-
sufficient. In order to make the training data for
word alignment larger, we take advantage of the
fact that all outputs are translations of the same
data and also add all pairs of system outputs to our
data, creating over 1,000,000 “artificial” sentence
pairs. For example, the parallel data for WMT12
then looks as follows:

Source Target
system 1 system 2
system 1 system 3
... ...
system 1 system 13
system 1 reference
system 2 system 1
system 2 system 3
... ...
system 13 reference

We also experiment with adding much larger
synthetic parallel data created by machine trans-
lation (note that we need Czech-Czech data) but
there was no impact on the quality of paraphrasing
so we follow the outlined approach which requires
no additional data or processing.

The set of one-word candidates CL is then sim-
ply the set of all word pairs such that there exists
an alignment link between them. The set CM is
extracted using phrase extraction for phrase-based
MT, the standard consistency criterion is applied
(Och et al., 1999).

4.2 Paraphrasing

We reduce the CM to pairs contained in the multi-
word Meteor tables andCL to Czech WordNet and
the filtered Meteor. If there is a lemma contained
in several pairs in CL, we give preference to those
found in WordNet or even better in the intersection
of paraphrases from WordNet and filtered Meteor.

We evaluate three different paraphrasing meth-
ods which differ in the order of substitution.

One-word only
We proceed word by word from the beginning
of the reference sentence to its end. If a lemma
of a word appears as the first member of a pair
in reduced CL, it is replaced by the word from hy-
pothesis that has its lemma as the second element
of that pair, i.e., paraphrase from the hypothesis.
Otherwise, we keep the original word from the ref-
erence sentence.

One-word first
We use One-word only and then we apply longer
paraphrases. We move ahead from the longest
paraphrases to the shortest. That is because the
Meteor paraphrase tables contain often even com-
ponents of phrases and we could substitute, in-
stead of whole phrase, only part of it. We do
not attempt to replace any word that was already
changed.



Multi-word first
We substitute the longest confirmed paraphrases
from CM and move to the shorter ones. We re-
place again only sequences that have not been sub-
stituted yet. After this, we paraphrase remaining
unchanged words with the One-word only method.

4.3 Depfix

As we substitute a word form directly from a hy-
pothesis, it may happen that a resulting new ref-
erence is not grammatically correct. We rectify
these errors by applying an automatic post-editing
system Depfix (Rosa et al., 2012).

Depfix was originally designed for post-
editing outputs of English-to-Czech phrase-based
machine translation. It consists of a set
of linguistically-motivated rules and a statistical
component that correct various kinds of errors, es-
pecially in grammar (e.g. morphological agree-
ment), using a range of natural language process-
ing tools to analyse of the input sentences.

We observe that the errors appearing in the out-
puts of our paraphrasing algorithm are often simi-
lar to some errors appearing in outputs of phrase-
based machine translation systems, e.g. errors in
morphological agreement are very common. This
makes Depfix an appropriate tool for fixing the er-
rors, since typical grammar correcting tools, such
as a grammar-checker, focus on errors that are typ-
ical for humans, not for machines.

4.4 Results

Results of our method are presented in Table 1
as the Pearson correlation between human judg-
ment and BLEU computed on our new references.
All evaluated approaches outperform the baseline
(i.e., using the original reference sentences), the
simplest one One-word only performs best (Fig-
ure 2 shows an example of this method).

We use a freely available implementation4 of
(Meng et al., 1992) to determine whether the dif-
ference in correlation coefficients is statistically
significant. The test shows that BLEU performs
better with our reference sentences with 99% cer-
tainty.

Multi-word paraphrases are very noisy and
while they do bring the system outputs closer to
the reference (the average BLEU score is higher),
they often propose non-equivalent translations or

4http://www.cnts.ua.ac.be/˜vincent/
scripts/rtest.py

Source The location alone is classic.

Hypothesis
Samotné mı́sto je klasické.
Actual place is classic
The place alone is classic.

Reference
Už poloha je klasická.
Already position is classic.
The position itself is classic.

New ref.
Už mı́sto je klasická.
Already place is classic
*The place itself is classic.

Depfixed ref.
Už mı́sto je klasické.
Already place is classic
The place itself is classic.

Figure 2: Example of the One-word only method.
The hypothesis is grammatically correct and has
very similar meaning as the reference sentence.
The new reference is closer in wording to the hy-
pothesis, but there is no agreement between the
noun and adjective. Depfix resolves the error and
the final reference is correct and much more simi-
lar to the hypothesis.

violate the correctness of the sentence, thus blur-
ring the differences between systems.

When paraphrasing is restricted by word align-
ment, all methods perform worse. As Table 2
shows, the number of applied paraphrases is much
lower: while the proportion of correct paraphrases
is higher, their amount is reduced too much and
overall, our technique is harmed by this restriction.

On the other hand, applying Depfix is always
beneficial, with the positive effects ranging from
0.021 up to 0.058. This supports our assumption
of the importance of grammatical correctness of
the created references.

Results on the data from WMT12 and WMT13

WMT12

Method
Greedy selection Word alignment
Words Phrases Words Phrases

One-word only 1.59 – 0.86 –
One-word first 1.59 0.23 0.86 0.22
Multi-word first 1.38 0.31 0.81 0.27

WMT13

Method
Greedy selection Word alignment
Words Phrases Words Phrases

One-word only 1.33 – 0.76 –
One-word first 1.33 0.20 0.76 0.20
Multi-word first 1.04 0.68 0.74 0.24

Table 2: Average number of replaced
words/phrases per sentence.



WMT12

Method
Greedy selection Word alignment

No Depfix After Depfix No Depfix After Depfix
One-word only 0.804 0.834 0.794 0.815
One-word first 0.788 0.825 0.763 0.800
Multi-word first 0.755 0.813 0.753 0.795

Baseline correlation: 0.751

WMT13

Method
Greedy selection Word alignment

No Depfix After Depfix No Depfix After Depfix
One-word only 0.865 0.891 0.860 0.881
One-word first 0.854 0.884 0.836 0.874
Multi-word first 0.841 0.875 0.840 0.871

Baseline correlation: 0.834

Table 1: Correlation of the human judgment and BLEU on new references created by the simple substi-
tution method.

are very similar – paraphrasing helps to increase
the accuracy of the evaluation, even though the
differences on the WMT13 data are not as big
due to much higher baseline. This is also reflected
in the smaller amount of substitutions.

4.5 Meteor without paraphrase support
Based on the positive impact of filtering Meteor
paraphrase tables for targeted lexical paraphrasing
of reference sentences, we experiment with filter-
ing them yet again, but this time as an inner part
of the Meteor evaluation metric (i.e. for the para-
phrase match).

The filtering of the paraphrase tables is per-
formed analogically. We experiment with six
different settings that are presented in Table 3.
All of them are created by reducing the origi-
nal Meteor paraphrase tables, except for the set-
ting referred to as WordNet, which has its para-
phrase table generated from one-word paraphrases
in Czech WordNet to all their possible word forms
appearing in CzEng (Bojar et al., 2012).

The results of our experiments are presented
in Table 4. They are very consistent for WMT12
and WMT13. We show that independently
of a reference sentence used, reducing the Me-
teor paraphrase tables in evaluation is always ben-
eficial. The Meteor metric with exact match
only on paraphrased references significantly out-
performs Meteor with paraphrase support on orig-
inal references.

Different Lemma and WordNet settings give

the best results on the original reference sentences.
That is because they are basically a limited version
of the paraphrase tables we use for creating our
new references, which contain both all different
lemmas of the same part of speech from the Me-
teor paraphrase tables and all lemmas from Czech
WordNet.

The main reason of the worse performance
of the metric when employing the Meteor para-
phrase tables is the noise. The metric may award
even parts of the hypothesis left untranslated,
as the original Meteor paraphrase tables contain
some English words and their Czech translations
as paraphrases, for example: pšenice - wheat5,
vůdce - leader, vařit - cook, poloostrov - penin-
sula.

5 Paraphrasing using Machine
Translation

While the one-word substitution method offers
good results, it is very limited. We would like
to be able to use longer paraphrases, word order
changes, switch between active and passive con-
struction, etc.

For this purpose, we employ machine transla-
tion itself. There are many tools for MT and there
is a close resemblance between translation and
paraphrasing. They both attempt to preserve the
meaning of a sentence, the first one between two

5In all examples the Czech word is the correct translation
of the English side.



setting size description of the paraphrase table
Standard 684k The original Meteor paraphrase tables

One-word 181k Standard without multi-word pairs
Same POS 122k One-word + only same part-of-speech pairs

Different Lemma 71k Same POS + only forms of different lemma
Exact match 0 No paraphrase tables

WordNet 202k Paraphrase tables generated from Czech WordNet

Table 3: Different paraphrase tables for Meteor and their size (number of paraphrase pairs).

WMT12
references Standard One-word Same POS Different Lemma Exact match WordNet
Original references 0.833 0.836 0.840 0.863 0.861 0.863
Before Depfix 0.905 0.908 0.911 0.931 0.931 0.931
New references 0.927 0.930 0.931 0.950 0.951 0.951

WMT13
references Standard One-word Same POS Different Lemma Exact match WordNet
Original references 0.817 0.820 0.823 0.850 0.848 0.850
Before Depfix 0.865 0.867 0.869 0.895 0.895 0.894
New references 0.891 0.892 0.893 0.915 0.915 0.915

Table 4: Pearson’s correlation of Meteor and the human judgment on original reference sentences and
sentences created by the One-word only method.

languages and the second one within a single lan-
guage by different word choice. It seems only nat-
ural to attempt to adjust some MT tools to translate
within a single language for targeted paraphrasing.

We describe this attempt on two types of MT
systems – phrase-based and rule-based. Initially,
we experiment with the freely available SMT sys-
tem Moses (Koehn et al., 2007). However, the
results of this method are inconclusive. In the
view of errors appearing in the new paraphrased
sentences, we propose another solution – targeted
paraphrasing using a rule-based translation sys-
tem TectoMT (Žabokrtský et al., 2008) included in
the NLP framework Treex (Popel and Žabokrtský,
2010).

5.1 Paraphrasing via Moses

Moses is a freely available statistical machine
translation engine. In a nutshell, statistical ma-
chine translation involves the following phases:
creating language and translation models, param-
eter tuning and decoding. We use Moses in the
phrase-based setting. Simple scheme of Moses is
presented in Figure 3.

A language model is responsible for a correct
word order and grammatical correctness of the

translated sentence. A translation model (a phrase
table) supplies all possible translations of a word
or a phrase or in our case, all possible paraphrases.
Models are assigned weights which are learned
during the parameter tuning phase.

During the decoding phase, all these models are
combined to maximize

∑
i λiφi(f̄ , ē), where λi is

a weight of the sub-model φi and f̄ , ē is a hypoth-
esis and a source sentence, respectively. In our
case, we want to make a reference sentence closer
to a corresponding machine translation output – ē
is the reference sentence and f̄ is a new synthetic
reference.

Moses with this setting could create para-
phrases, but they would be just random para-
phrases of the reference sentence – their similar-
ity to our original hypotheses would not be guar-
anteed. Therefore, we also add a new feature for
targeted paraphrasing to Moses.

5.1.1 Language model

We create the language model (LM) using SRILM
(Stolcke, 2002), a toolkit for building and applying
statistical language models, on the data from the
Czech part of the Czech-English parallel corpus
CzEng (Bojar et al., 2012).



Figure 3: Simplified scheme of the translation system Moses. The blue colour represents a target lan-
guage and the green colour represents a source language.

Figure 4: Excerpt from the Enhanced Meteor table.

5.1.2 Translation models

Each entry in Moses phrase tables contains
a phrase, its translation, several feature scores
(translation probability, lexical weight etc.), and
optionally also alignment within the phrase and
frequencies of phrases in the training data. The
phrase tables are learned automatically from large
parallel data. As we do not have any large corpora
of Czech-Czech parallel data, we create the fol-
lowing two “fake” translation tables for paraphras-
ing from Czech WordNet and the Meteor para-
phrase tables.

Enhanced Meteor table

The enhanced Meteor table was created from the
Czech Meteor paraphrase tables. Each paraphrase
pair comes with a pivoting score (see Section 3)
which we adapt as a feature in out phrase table.

We also add our own paraphrase scores, ac-
quired by distributional semantics. Distributional
semantics assumes that two phrases are semanti-
cally similar if their contextual representations are
similar (Miller and Charles, 1991).

We collect all contexts (words in a window of

limited size) in which Meteor paraphrases occur
in the Czech National Corpus (Křen et al., 2010)
and then measure context similarity cosine dis-
tance, taking into account the number of word oc-
currences for each pair of paraphrases.

We add six scores for each pair of paraphrases
according to the size of the context window used
(1-3 words) and whether word order played a role
in the context. Several lines from the Enhanced
Meteor table are presented in Figure 4.

One-word paraphrase table
We create second phrase table from Czech Word-
Net and the filtered Meteor. It contains only one-
word pairs and thus decreases the advantage of us-
ing a phrase translation system. However, it is
designed to compensate for the noise in the En-
hanced Meteor table (see Section 3).

We first create a set of all words from Czech
side of CzEng appearing at least five times to ex-
clude rare words and possible typos. We also add
all words appearing in the MT outputs and the ref-
erence sentences. Morphological analysis of the
words was then performed using Morče (Spous-
tová et al., 2007).



Figure 5: Pipeline of Moses adjusted for the targeted monolingual translation. Changes to the original
Moses pipeline (Figure 3) are highlighted by the brown colour.

For every word x from this set, we add to this
translation table every pair of words that fulfils at
least one of the following requirements:

• x, x (not every word should be paraphrased)

• x, y, if x has the same lemma as y (some
word might have different morphology in the
paraphrased sentence)

• x, y, if lemma of x and lemma of y are para-
phrases according to Czech WordNet PDT
1.9.

• x, y, if lemma of x and lemma of y are para-
phrases according to the filtered Meteor.

These categories constitute the first four scores
in the phrase table. A pair of words gets score
e if these words fall to a given category, 1 (e0)
otherwise.6 This phrase table contains more than
a million pairs of words.

We add another score expressing POS tag sim-
ilarity between the two words. It is computed
e

1
a+1 , where a is the minimal Hamming dis-

tance between tags of the words. This probabil-
ity should reflect how morphologically distant the
paraphrases are.

5.1.3 Feature for targeted paraphrasing
In order to steer the MT decoder (translation en-
gine) in the direction of the hypotheses, we im-
plemented to Moses an additional feature, which

6Phrase-table scores are considered log-probabilities.

measures the overlap with the hypothesis. In order
to keep its computation tractable during search,
the overlap is defined simply as the number of
words from the hypothesis confirmed by the refer-
ence translation. Our code is included in Moses.7

Schema of Moses modified for paraphrasing is
presented in Figure 5.

5.1.4 Parameter tuning
We use the minimum error rate training (MERT)
(Och, 2003) to find the optimal weights for our
models. MERT asserts the weights to maximize
the translation quality, which is measured with
BLEU. We use the reference sentences and the
highest rated MT output from WMT12 as the par-
allel development data for tuning.

This method, however, turned out not to be op-
timal for our setting. The feature for targeted
paraphrasing naturally obtains the highest weight
(0.51) as it provides an oracle guide towards the
hypothesis. On the other hand, the language model
get very small weight (0.016).

As a result, the paraphrased sentences tend to
be closer to the hypothesis, but not grammatically
correct. Therefore, we experiment with increasing
the weight of the language model manually.

5.1.5 Results
We compare four different basic settings, the re-
sults are presented in Table 5. In contrast to our

7https://github.com/moses-smt/
mosesdecoder/blob/master/moses/FF/
CoveredReferenceFeature.cpp



setting reference sentence used correlation avg. BLEU
Baseline original reference sentence, no paraphrasing 0.75 12.8

Paraphrased paraphrased by Moses using MERT-learned weights 0.50 15.8
LM+0.2 paraphrased by Moses with LM weight increased by 0.2 0.24 9.1
LM+0.4 paraphrased by Moses with LM weight increased by 0.4 0.22 6.7

Table 5: Description of the basic settings and the results - Pearson’s correlation of BLEU and the human
judgment, the average BLEU scores.

Source Paclı́k claims he would dare to manage the association.
Baseline Paclı́k tvrdı́ , že by si na vedenı́ asociace troufl.

Paclı́k claims he would dare to lead the association.
Hypothesis Paclı́k tvrdı́, že by se odvážil k řı́zenı́ komory.

Paclı́k claims he would find the courage to control the chamber.
Paraphrased Paclı́k tvrdı́, že by se na řı́zenı́ organizace troufl.

*Paclı́k claims he would dare to control the organization.
LM+0.2 Paclı́k tvrdı́, že by si troufl na řı́zenı́ ekonomiky.

Paclı́k claims he would dare to control the economy.
LM+0.4 Řı́ká se, že Paclı́k si troufl na řı́dı́cı́ rady.

They say that Paclı́k ventured to governing boards.

Figure 6: Example of the targeted paraphrasing using Moses. The hypothesis is a correct translation of
the source sentence. The new paraphrased reference is slightly closer in wording to the hypothesis, but
there is an error due to a bad word choice. The sentences created with increased weights of the language
model are both grammatically correct, but the sentence lost its original meaning. In the LM+0.4 setting,
they also differ a lot in wording from both the hypothesis and the reference sentence.

previous results, the baseline score is not exceeded
by any of our paraphrasing methods. Figure 6 rep-
resents an example of outputs.

There are several reasons for the clear de-
crease in correlation with paraphrased references.
Hypotheses generated by the Paraphrased set-
ting, while obtaining a substantially higher BLEU
score, were mostly ungrammatical and reduced the
correlation of our metric.

The small weight of the language model seems
to be the problem, but its increase brings even
more chaos. It creates hypotheses which are nice
and grammatically correct but often wholly unre-
lated to the source sentence.

This shows that our paraphrase table noise filter-
ing was by no means sufficient and there is a lot of
noise in our phrase tables – given the high weight
for the targeted paraphrase feature, we essentially
transform the correct reference sentences to incor-
rect hypotheses at all cost, using our noisy phrase
tables.

Our targeting feature is not ideal – it ignores
word order and operates only on the word level
(it does not model phrases). Ungrammatical trans-

lations with scrambled word order are considered
perfectly fine as long as the translation contains
the same words as the reference. So while the fea-
ture for targeted paraphrasing does provide a kind
of oracle, it does not guarantee reaching the best
possible translation in terms of BLEU score, let
alone a grammatical translation.

Another problem is illustrated by very small
weights assigned to our translation models. In
fact, the highest weight (0.031) among translation
model features was assigned to the tag similarity
feature. This shows that our model features (piv-
oting score, distributional similarity scores, ...) fail
to distinguish good paraphrases from the noise.

The combination of noise in the translation ta-
bles and the boosted language model then causes
that the most common paraphrase according to the
language model with a similar tag gets the prefer-
ence.

5.2 Paraphrasing via Treex
Based on the previous results, Moses does not
seem to be an optimal tool for our task, unless we
create less noisy phrase tables and a better target-
ing feature, and unless we employ another func-



Source The Internet has caused a boom in these speculations.

Hypothesis
Internet vyvolal boom v těchto spekulacı́ch .
Internet caused boom in these speculations .
The Internet has caused a boom in these speculations.

Reference
Rozkvět těchto spekulacı́ způsobil internet .
Boom these speculations caused internet .
Boom of these speculation was caused by the Internet.

Figure 7: Example of the paraphrasing. The hypothesis is grammatically correct and has very similar
meaning as the reference sentence. We analyse both sentences to t-layer, where we create new reference
sentence by substituting synonyms from hypothesis to the reference. In the next step, we will change
also the word order to better reflect the hypothesis.

tion for tuning weights.
However, there is another solution to a phrase-

based translation system – namely a rule-based
machine translation system TectoMT (Žabokrtský
et al., 2008), which is included in a highly
modular NLP software system Treex (Popel and
Žabokrtský, 2010).

Treex implements the stratificational approach
to language, adopted from the Functional Genera-
tive Description theory (Sgall, 1967) and its later
extension applied in the Prague Dependency Tree-
bank (Bejček et al., 2013). It represents sentences
at four layers:

• w-layer: word layer; no linguistic annotation

• m-layer: morphological layer; sequence of
tagged and lemmatized words

• a-layer: shallow-syntax/analytical layer;

sentence is represented as a surface syntactic
dependency tree

• t-layer: deep-syntax/tectogrammatical layer;
sentence is represented as a dependency tree,
where autosemantic words only have their
own nodes; t-nodes consist of a t-lemma and
a set of attributes – a formeme (information
about the original syntactic form) and a set of
grammatemes (essential morphological fea-
tures).

In TectoMT, a sentence in a source language
is analyses from the w-layer to the t-layer, where
is transferred to the t-layer of a target language,
and then generated to the w-layer of the target lan-
guage.

Our analysis and generation pipeline is taken
from the TectoTM system. In our setting, we



transfer a hypothesis and a corresponding refer-
ence sentence to the t-layer, where we replace the
transfer phase with a module for t-lemma para-
phrasing. After paraphrasing, we perform synthe-
sis to a-layer, where we plug in a reordering mod-
ule and continue with synthesis to the w-layer.

This way, we can easily overcome some of the
problems of paraphrasing using Moses. Most im-
portantly, we can compare two sentences only and
there is no need to create translation tables, thus
less space for the noise to interfere. Also there al-
ready is highly developed machinery to avoid un-
grammatical sentences.

Treex is opensource and is available
on GitHub8, including our modifications.

5.2.1 Analysis from w-layer to t-layer
The analysis from the w-layer to the a-layer in-
cludes tokenization, POS-tagging and lemmatiza-
tion using MorphoDiTa (Straková et al., 2014), de-
pendency parsing using the MSTParser (McDon-
ald et al., 2005) adapted by Novák and Žabokrtský
(2007), trained on PDT.

A surface-syntax a-tree is then converted into
a deep-syntax t-tree. Auxiliary words are re-
moved, with their function now represented using
t-node attributes (grammatemes and formemes)
of autosemantic words that they belong to, e.g.
two a-nodes of the verb form spal jsem (“I
slept”) would be collapsed into one t-node spát
(“sleep”) with the tense grammateme set to past; v
květnu (“in May”) would be collapsed into květen
(“May”) with the formeme v+X (“in+X”).

We choose the t-layer for paraphrasing, because
the words from the sentence are lemmatized with
their syntactical information hidden in formemes.
Furthermore, functional words, which we do not
want to paraphrase and that cause a lot of noise in
our paraphrase tables, do not appear here.

5.2.2 Paraphrasing
The paraphrasing module T2T::ParaphraseSimple
is available on GitHub.9

T-lemma of a reference t-node is changed from
A to B if and only if:

1. there is no hypothesis t-node with lemma A

2. there is a hypothesis t-node with lemma B
8https://github.com/ufal/treex
9https://github.com/ufal/treex/

blob/master/lib/Treex/Block/T2T/
ParaphraseSimple.pm

3. there is no reference t-node with lemma B

4. A and B are paraphrases according to our
paraphrase tables

The other attributes of the t-node are kept un-
changed based on the theory that semantic prop-
erties are independent of the t-lemma. However,
in practice, this is not always true: t-nodes cor-
responding to nouns are marked for grammatical
gender, which is very often a grammatical prop-
erty of the given lemma with no effect on the
meaning (for example, “a house” can be translated
either as a masculine noun dům or as feminine
noun budova).

Therefore, when paraphrasing a t-node that cor-
responds to a noun, we delete the value of the gen-
der grammateme, and let the subsequent synthesis
pipeline generate the correct value of the morpho-
logical gender feature value (which is necessary to
ensure correct morphological agreement with sur-
rounding words, such as adjectives and verbs).

5.2.3 Synthesis from t-layer to a-layer
In this phase, a-nodes corresponding to auxiliary
words and punctuation are generated, morpholog-
ical feature values on a-nodes are initialized and
set to enforce a morphological agreement among
the nodes. Correct word forms based on lemmas
and POS, and morphological features are gener-
ated using MorphoDiTa.

5.2.4 Tree-based reordering
The reordering block A2A::ReorderByLemmas is
available on GitHub.10

The idea behind the block is to make the word
order of a new reference as similar to the word
order of the translation as possible, but with
some tree-based constraints to avoid ungrammati-
cal sentences.

The general approach is to reorder the subtrees
rooted at modifier nodes of a given head node so
that they follow in an order that is on average simi-
lar to their order in the translation. Figure 8 shows
the reordering process of the a-tree from Figure 7.

Our reordering proceeds in several steps. Each
a-node has an order, i.e. its position in the sen-
tence. We define the MT order of a reference a-
node as the order of its corresponding hypothesis
a-node, i.e. a node with the same lemma.

10https://github.com/ufal/treex/
blob/master/lib/Treex/Block/A2A/
ReorderByLemmas.pm



Figure 8: Continuation of Figure 7, reordering of the paraphrased reference sentence.

We set the MT order only if there is exactly one
a-node with the given lemma in both the hypoth-
esis and the reference. Therefore, the MT order
might be undefined for some nodes.

In the next step, we compute the subtree MT or-
der of each reference a-node R as the average MT
order of all a-nodes in the subtree rooted at the a-
node R (including the MT order of R itself). Only
nodes with a defined MT order are taken into ac-
count, so the subtree MT order can be undefined
for some nodes.

Finally, we iterate over all a-nodes recursively
starting from the bottom. Head a-node H and its
dependent a-nodes Di is reorder if they violate the
sorting order. If Di is a root of a subtree, the
whole subtree is moved and its internal ordering
is kept.

The sorting order of H is defined as its MT or-
der; the sorting order of each dependent nodeDi is
defined as its subtree MT order. If a sorting order
of a node is undefined, it is set to the sorting order
of the node that precedes it, thus favouring neigh-
bouring nodes (or subtrees) to be reordered to-
gether in case there is no evidence that they should
be brought apart from each other. Additionally,
each sorting order is added 1/1000th of the origi-
nal order of the node – in case of a tie, the original
ordering of the nodes is preferred to reordering.

5.2.5 Synthesis from a-layer to w-layer
The word forms are already generated on the a-
layer, so there is little to be done. Superfluous to-
kens are deleted (e.g. duplicated commas), prepo-
sitions are vocalized, the sentence beginning is
capitalized, and the tokens are concatenated (a set
of rules is used to decide which tokens should be
space-delimited and which should not).

The example sentence (from Figure 8) results
in the following sentence: Internet vyvolal boom
těchto spekulacı́. (“The Internet has caused a
boom of these speculations.”), which has the same
meaning as the original reference sentence, is
grammatically correst and most importantly is
much more similar in wording to the hypothesis.

5.2.6 Results
We evaluate the new paraphrased references with
three different metrics – BLEU, Meteor and the
Meteor metric without the paraphrase support
(based on Section 4.5 and the fact that it seem re-
dundant to use paraphrases on already paraphrased
sentences).

The results are presented in Table 6 as a Pear-
son correlation of a metric with human judgment.
Contrary to Moses results (Table 5), paraphrasing
using Treex clearly helps to reflect the human per-
ception better.

However, the results are worse than the Sim-



WMT12 WMT13
references original paraphrased reordered original paraphrased reordered

BLEU 0.751 0.783 0.804 0.834 0.850 0.878
Meteor 0.833 0.864 0.870 0.817 0.871 0.870

Ex.Meteor 0.861 0.900 0.904 0.848 0.893 0.893

Table 6: Pearson correlation of a metric and human judgment on original references, paraphrased refer-
ences and paraphrased reordered references. Ex.Meteor represents Meteor metric with exact match only
(i.e. no paraphrase support).

ple substitution method (Section 4), even though
they essentially perform similar task – one-word
substitution. One reason of the different perfor-
mance is smaller number of substitutions, only
1.39 (WMT12) / 1.12 (WMT13) word per sen-
tence. We still inquire the reason of this drop.

The reordering clearly helps when we evaluate
via the BLEU metric, which punishes any word
order changes to the reference sentence. Meteor
is more tolerant to word order changes and the re-
ordering has practically no effect on his scores.

However, manual examination showed that our
constraints are not strong enough to prevent cre-
ating non grammatical sentences. The algorithm
tend to copy the word order of the hypothesis, even
if it is not correct. A lot of errors was caused by
changes of a word order of punctuation.

6 Future Work

Our Treex model as described hardly employs
all possibilities of Treex - we only do simple
one-word substitutions. In our future work, we
plan to extend the paraphrasing pipeline for more
complex paraphrases including syntactical para-
phrases, multiword phrases, light verbs construc-
tion, diatheses, deleting unnecessary words, etc.

We plan to revise the word ordering scheme and
add rule-based constrains to stop ungrammatical
constructions. Furthermore, we would like to learn
automatically possible word order changes from
Deprefset (Bojar et al., 2013b), which contains an
excessive number of manually created reference
translations for 50 Czech sentences.

We also plan to change only parts of sentences
that are dependent on paraphrased words, thus
keeping the rest of the sentence correct and cre-
ating more conservative reference sentences and
thus avoiding inaccuracies during synthesis.

We perform our experiment using Treex on
Czech language, but the procedure is generally
language independent, as long as there is analy-

sis and synthesis support for particular language
in Treex. Currently there is full support for Czech,
English, Portuguese and Dutch, but there is on-
going work on many more languages within the
QTLeap11 project.

One of our problems is the noise in the para-
phrase tables. We plan an automatic filtering and
including recently released paraphrase database
PPDB (Ganitkevitch and Callison-Burch, 2014).
We also intend an experiment of paraphrasing
without paraphrase tables based on word2vec
(Mikolov et al., 2013) similarity; or word2vec
improved by paraphrase tables (Faruqui et al.,
2014).
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